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Abstract.  

The fusion of human organoids holds promising potential in modeling physiological and 

pathological processes of tissue genesis and organogenesis. However, current fused organoid 

models face challenges of high heterogeneity and variable reproducibility, which may stem from 

the random fusion of heterogeneous organoids. Thus, we developed a simple and versatile 

acoustofluidic method to improve the standardization of fused organoid models via a controllable 

spatial arrangement of organoids. By regulating dynamic acoustic fields within a hexagonal 

acoustofluidic device, we can rotate, transport, and fuse one organoid with another in a contact-

free, label-free, and minimal-impact manner. As a proof-of-concept to model ventral tegmentum 

(VTA)-prefrontal cortex (PFC) projection, we acoustically fused human forebrain organoids 

(hFOs) and human midbrain organoids (hMOs) with the controllable alignment of neuroepithelial 

buds. We characterized the successful development of fused assembloids via robust tyrosine 

hydroxylase (TH) neuron projection, accompanied by an increase of firing rates and synchrony of 

excitatory neurons. Moreover, we found that our controllable fusion can promote neuron 

projection (e.g., range, length, and density), projection maturation (e.g., higher firing rate and 

synchrony), and neural progenitor cell (NPC) division in the assembloids. Thus, our acoustofluidic 

method would facilitate the standardization and robustness of organoid-based disease models 

and tissue engineering.  
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Human organoids, or organ-like 3D cultures, are formed through the spontaneous self-

organization and differentiation of human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) or human tissue-derived 

progenitor cells.[1] Human organoid cultures provide a promising platform to recapitulate key 

histological features of human healthy and diseased organs, holding great potential in organ 

developmental research, disease modeling, drug screening, and translational medicine. 

Compared with 2D in vitro cell cultures, the human organoid cultures recapitulate key 

physiological features and complexity of human tissues and organs. Compared with animal 

models, human organoids represent human-specific genetics, epigenetics, and transcriptomics. 

So far, a variety of human organoids have been developed for optic cup, intestine, kidney, lung, 

pancreas, thymus, various types of tumors as well as brain tissues.[2] Moreover, the fused human 

organoids have been explored to recapitulate the complete organ makeup or to study inter-organ 

cross-talks.[3] For example, brain assembloids, the cultures of fused human brain region-specific 

organoids, have been generated to model complex cell-cell interactions and neural circuit 

formation (e.g., cortico-striatal, cortical-spinal, meso-cortical, and cortico-hippocampal circuits) in 

the human nervous system.[4-11] Additionally, brain organoids can also be fused with 

glioblastoma spheroids to model tumorigenesis and invasion.[12] The fused human organoid 

models have tremendous potential in etiology and drug development with multi-organ crosstalk 

modeling including brain-colorectal assembloids to model brain-gut axis, brain-pituitary gland 

organoids to model neuro-endocrine axis, etc. However, high heterogeneity and variable 

reproducibility limit the application potentials of current fused human organoid models. Current 

human organoids have high heterogeneity in size, shape, and spatial distribution of asymmetric 

features such as neuroepithelial buds in brain organoids. The random fusion of organoids without 

controlling the distribution and position of these asymmetric features may result in highly diverse 

inter-organoid cell migration/projection dynamics and neurological function.  

Recently, efforts have been made to address the technological challenges in generating robust, 

reproducible, and reliable human organoid and fused human organoid models. One strategy is to 

generate standardized human organoids as well as improve the quality control of organoid 

cultures. For example, Pașca group developed a directed differentiation method for the reliable 

generation of human cortical organoids derived from human induced pluripotent stem cells 

(hiPSCs) by modulating the SMAD and Wnt pathways and the growth factors EGF and FGF2.[13] 

Lutolf and his colleagues employed microengineered devices and automated systems for high 

throughput generation of gastrointestinal organoids with reduced heterogeneity.[14] Qin research 

team took advantage of droplet microfluidics to achieve the reproducible and high-throughput 

fabrication of uniform islet organoids derived from hiPSCs.[15] Additional to improve the uniformity 

or standardization of human organoids, a controllable fusion of asymmetric human organoids 

could be an attractive alternative solution to further reduce the heterogeneity of fused human 

organoid and assembloid models. Recently, our group developed an acoustofluidics technology 

that employs microfluidics and acoustics for the generation and manipulation of 3D cell spheroids 

and organoids. Superior to other technologies that employ magnetic, dielectronic, and/or optical 

forces, this acoustofluidics technology can achieve the rational and transportational manipulation 

of biological specimens from micro to macro-scale in a label-free, contact-free, and highly 

biocompatible manner, preserving cell cultures in their native medium.[16-18] Thus, our 

acoustofluidics technology may provide a unique solution for simple, versatile, and effective 
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engineering to reproducibly generate fused human organoids for various applications through the 

controllable fusion of human organoids with heterogeneous morphological and structural features.    

Here, using our acoustofluidic technique, we aim to study the dopaminergic pathway in an in vitro 

human brain environment through the controllable fusion of human forebrain organoids (hFOs) 

and human midbrain organoids (hMOs) into hFO-hMO assembloids. Dopaminergic pathways 

regulate learning and reward-related behaviors, and the dysfunction of this pathway during early 

brain development can lead to neurological diseases such as schizophrenia, attention-deficit 

hyperactivity disorder  (ADHD), and autism spectrum disorder (ASD).[19] The mesocortical 

pathway includes dopaminergic projections from the midbrain ventral tegmentum (VTA) to the 

prefrontal cortex (PFC).[20] It is of great interest to establish an in vitro human model of 

dopaminergic projections from VTA to PFC to reliably model mesocortical pathway formation 

during early neural development.[21] In a developing human brain, dopamine neurons project 

from VTA toward PFC during early development (Figure 1a). To mimic the VTA-PFC projection, 

we generated hFOs and hMOs (Figure S1-2) derived from human embryonic stem cells (hESC, 

WA01) using an adopted brain region-specific organoids fabrication protocol (Table S1-2).[22] 

These hFOs and hMOs showed vast heterogeneity in size, morphology, distribution of asymmetric 

features such as neuroepithelial buds (referred to as “bud” in following denotations). For example, 

we observed 18-day-old hFOs with highly variable sizes and shapes (size ranging from 11,543 

µm2 to 54,508 µm2; roundness ranging from 0.37 to 0.98; n=40, Figure S3a). Moreover, we also 

found the number, size, location, and orientation of neuroepithelial buds (indicated by yellow 

circles) vary dramatically in-between organoids. This indicated the uneven distribution of 

underlying VZ/SVZ regions within these organoids as they align with bud distribution (Figure 1b). 

We analyzed these hFOs to quantify the variation of bud sizes and orientation (orientation angle 

α, 119.0 ± 101.2o; bud size, 4654 ± 3617 µm2; n=40, Figure S3b). Given such heterogeneity, the 

uncontrolled fusion of heterogeneous hFOs and hMOs will likely introduce significant 

heterogeneity to the formation of hFO-hMO assembloids.   

Thus, we developed an acoustofluidic method to manipulate and fuse organoids with excellent 

control over the spatial arrangement of hFO and hMO for better regulation of neuron projection. 

By regulating dynamic acoustic fields within a hexagonal acoustofluidic device, we can rotate, 

transport, and fuse one hFO with one hMO in a contact-free, label-free, and highly-biocompatible 

manner (Figure 1c). We developed the acoustofluidic method for the organoid manipulation by 

incorporating dynamically-regulated acoustic fields within a hexagonal acoustofluidic device. The 

hexagonal acoustofluidic device consists of pairs of piezoelectric transducers (PZT, lead zirconate 

titanate), and an organoid chamber (Figure 2a). By independently tuning the phase and amplitude 

of input radio frequency (RF) signals, the generated dynamic pattern of acoustic fields can enable 

the rotational and transportational manipulation of single organoids. To predict and optimize 

human organoid handling, we simulated the acoustic fields generated within the hexagonal 

acoustofluidic device. By sequentially increasing the amplitude of RF signals applied to one 

selected PZT pair within the three pairs, the orientation of periodically-distributed pressure nodes 

(blue nodes) rotated accordingly in a clockwise direction (Figure 2a). By tuning the phase-angle 

between two PZT transducers with the selected pair, the position of periodically-distributed 

pressure nodes (blue nodes) moved along the PZT pair direction forward or backward accordingly 

(Figure 2a). Then, after trapping a hFO within pressure nodes in our hexagonal acoustofluidic 
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device, we rotated the trapped organoid from 0o to 60 o, 120 o, 180 o, 240 o, and 300 o (Figure 2b) 

by sequentially rotating the orientation of pressure node patterns. We further quantified the 

rotational speed of the trapped organoid by modulating the amplitudes of RF signals applied to 

the three PZT pairs (Pair1 = 6.8 Vpp, Pair2 = 6.8 Vpp, Pair3 = 10 ~ 40 Vpp). By increasing the 

amplitude of PZT pair, the rotational speed of the trapped organoid increased accordingly (Figure 

2c). Moreover, our method can achieve the on-demand rotation angle by controlling the time and 

amplitudes of the applied RF signals to the three PZT pairs. Similarly, by modulating the 

amplitude, phase-angle, and duration of RF signals applied to the three PZT pairs, the trapped 

organoid can be transported to the desired distance along the PZT pair direction with a moving 

speed ranging from 0 to 3 mm/s (Figure 2d). Thus, by combining the rational and transportational 

manipulation of organoids, we can trap, move, and/or rotate the selected organoid to target 

location with desired orientation within our organoid chamber.          

We further applied our acoustofluidic method for the directional fusion of hFOs and hMOs. By 

controlling the initial spatial arrangement of hFOs and hMOs, we expect to manipulate the 

arrangement and location of neuroepithelial buds in fused organoids, for example, to minimize 

the initial distance between hFO neuroepithelial buds and hMO. We first rotated the hFO via 

amplitude modulation, the neuroepithelial bud (indicated by yellow dotted circles) within the hFO 

was rotated to face toward to the hMO. Then, the organoids were transported along vertical 

direction step by step towards the immobilized hMO in the organoid chamber while maintaining 

the same relative orientation of the neuroepithelial bud. By further tuning the phase, the hFO 

finally contacted with the hMO with the desired orientation for neuroepithelial bud alignment 

(Figure 2e). Furthermore, using this method, we could fine-tune the initial distance between the 

hFO neuroepithelial bud and hMO by precision control of hFO bud orientation. We first defined 

the distance between the hMO-hFO contact point and the geometric center of the hFO “bud” and 

as “d”, and its distance from the geometric center of the whole hFO as “r”. We manipulated the 

fusion of hFOs and hMOs to generate “Toward group” (d < r, short d) and “Away group” (d > r, 

long d, Figure 3a). We also confirmed our acoustic distance manipulation by comparing the 

median of d in both groups (Toward group, 121.3 μm; Away group, 391.5 μm; p < 0.001, Figure 

3b). To note, during the fusion of hMOs and hFOs, we rotated the hFOs to ensure all buds on the 

same hFO face toward (or away) from the hMO in the Toward (or Away) group (Figure S4). In a 

few cases where hFO buds were more evenly distributed and could not be rotated into one side 

of the midline, we excluded those hFOs from the following analysis. 

We then characterized the neuron projection dynamics right after the acoustic fusion of hMOs 

and hFOs with the controlled initial distance “d”. During the neuron projection formation 

processes, we characterized the projection neurite length, density, and range index in both the 

Toward and Away groups. We transfected hMOs with mCherry to track their projecting axons 

towards hFOs in the acoustically-fused organoids, and carefully compared the hMO-hFO 

projections in the Toward and Away groups (Figure 3a). We found that the Toward group has 

significantly longer neurites than the Away group (e.g., Toward group, 343.3 ± 93.8 μm; Away 

group, 236.5 ± 81.3 μm; p < 0.001, n = 30, at day 11, Figure 3c). In addition, the Toward group 

also has significantly higher neurite density than the Away group (e.g., Toward group, 11.9 ± 1.4 

per 100 μm2; Away group, 5.1 ± 1.8 per 100 μm2; p < 0.001, n = 6, at day 11, Figure 3d). 

Furthermore, we quantified the range index[23] as following: projecting midbrain neurons that did 
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not cross the midline of hFOs were scored with a range index of r1; neurons crossing midline but 

did not reach the furthest end of hFOs were scored as r2; neurons projected to the very end of 

hFOs were scored as r3. We observed that within the Toward group, 31.5 ± 11.3% neurons 

projected to the very end of hFOs (r3) at day 7, and 55.8% ± 7.7% neurons scored r3 at day 11. 

In contrast, in the Away group only 25.0% ± 7.1% reached r3 by day 7 and 47.0% ± 6.6% at day 

11 (Figure 3e). To conclude, we observed that the Toward group has the greater length, higher 

density, and faster formation of projection neurites than the Away group, indicating our acoustic 

organoid fusion can manipulate the formation processes of neuron projections. This is likely due 

to the initial proximity as well as higher concentrations of TH neuron axonal guidance 

molecules.[24] 

We further characterized the establishment of hMO-hFO projection and the controllability of our 

acoustofluidic method over its development. The tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) neurons are a key 

subtype of midbrain dopamine (mDA) neurons, which is born in the VTA and then projecting to 

the striatum and prefrontal cortex in a developing human brain.[25] Additionally, it was reported 

that TH neuron projections outside VZ/SVZ promote the proliferation of neural progenitor cells 

inside VZ/SVZ both prenatally and postnatally[26, 27] Thus, we validated the establishment of 

VTA-PFC projection in our hFO-hMO assembloids by staining the projection of TH neurons. We 

observed that TH neurons in our hFO-hMO assembloids could preferably project from hMO to the 

thin layer outside of VZ/SVZ of hFOs (Figure 4a), recapitulating the pattern seen in vivo in rodents 

and human.[28, 29] Meanwhile, we stained and analyzed the makeup of proliferative neural 

progenitor cells (EdU+) in hFOs, and hFO-hMO assembloids (hFO alone group, 36.2 ± 6.4%; 

Toward group, 79.8 ± 7.4%; Away group 50.0 ± 12.8%; p < 0.005, n = 6, Figure 4b). A significant 

increase of proliferative neural progenitor cells in the hFO-hMO assembloids versus hFOs alone, 

indicating the functional recapitulation of VTA-PFC projection. For the hFO-hMO assembloids, a 

significant increase of proliferative neural progenitor cells, as well as the TH neurons, was 

observed in the Toward group versus the Away group, indicating our acoustofluidic fusion can 

manipulate the development of the VTA-PFC projections.  

Additionally, we also examined the electrophysiology of acoustically-fused hMO-hFO 

assembloids. In vivo, dopaminergic inputs from VTA was shown to modulate firing patterns and 

local field potential (LFP) oscillatory activity in PFC.[30] Activation of dopamine receptor-D1 

positive PFC neurons also activates its burst firing, as indicated by higher firing rate and lower 

inter-spike intervals (ISIs).[31] To examine whether our hMO-hFO could recapitulate key in vivo 

electrophysiological features, we recorded and analyzed the spontaneous firing in hFOs and 

acoustically-fused hFO-hMO assembloids by calcium imaging. Briefly, hMO-hFO assembloids 

were transfected with adenovirus expressing GCaMP6s calcium reporter under a CAMKII 

promoter, limiting the calcium reporter expression in excitatory neurons in hFOs. We analyzed 

the spontaneous firing rate (Figure 4c) and ISI distances (Figure 4e) of excitatory neurons in 1-

month-old hFO-hMO assembloids (Toward and Away groups), and hFOs (5 per group). They had 

significantly different spontaneous firing (hFOs alone, 0.31 ± 0.03 Hz, # of neurons = 63; Toward 

group, 1.19 ± 0.05 Hz, # of neurons = 312; Away group, 1.01 ± 0.23 Hz, # of neurons = 287; p < 

0.005, Figure 4d) and ISI distances (hFOs alone, 0.16 ± 0.04, # of neurons = 63; Toward group, 

0.073 ± 0.029, # of neurons = 312; Away group, 0.089 ± 0.029, # of neurons = 287; p < 0.005, 

Figure 4f). We found that (1) the hMO-hFO assembloids have significantly higher firing rate and 
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synchrony (or lower ISI distance) than hFOs alone, indicating the formation of neuron projections; 

and (2) the Toward group of hMO-hFO assembloids have significantly higher firing rate and 

synchrony (or lower ISI distance) than the Away group, indicating that our acoustic organoid 

fusion method could manipulate the electrophysiology of fused organoids. Thus, we demonstrated 

we can mimic the key electrophysiological features of neuron projection development in the hMO-

hFO assembloids, and our directional organoid fusion method can promote the maturation of 

neuronal network in hMO-hFO assembloids. 

In summary, we have developed an acoustofluidic method to control the fusion of organoids for 

engineering robust and reliable fused human organoid and assembloid models. We demonstrated 

that the rotation and directional assembly of hFOs and hMOs could facilitate and manipulate the 

neuron projection and function in the hFO-hMO assembloids for modeling VTA-PFC projections. 

Taking the unique advantage of acoustics and microfluidics, this technique allows high-precision 

organoids or 3D in vitro cultures in a contact-free, label-free, highly compatible fashion. Moreover, 

this acoustofluidic technology is simple, versatile, and effective for engineering the fusion of 

organoids, which could be applicable for various organoids and 3D cultures with variable 

morphological features. We believe this tool can be broadly applied for human organoid-based 

organ developmental research, disease modeling, drug screening, and translational medicine. 

 

Experimental Section  

See Supporting Information. 
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Figures and captions 

 
Figure 1. The controllable fusion of hMOs and hFOs to model VTA-PFC projections. (a) 
Representation of VTA-PFC projection in a human brain. (b) Heterogeneity of human forebrain 
organoids (hFOs). Eight hFOs generated from one bench have the random number and location 
of neuroepithelial buds (in yellow circle). The neuroepithelial bud presents the structure of the 
subventricular zone (neural progenitor marker PAX6, in red; neuron marker MAP2, green; cell 
nucleus DAPI, blue). (c) The acoustic fusion of a hMO and a hFO into a hMO-hFO assembloid 
with precision control over organoid arrangement and neuroepithelial bud location. Scale bar: 100 
μm 
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Figure 2. Acoustic manipulation and assembly of organoids. (a) Schematics of the acoustic 
device, and simulation of Gor’kov potential fields for the rotational and transportational 
manipulation of organoids. (b) Corresponding experimental results (optical microscopy images) 
taken for the three amplitudes combinations. The organoid was trapped along 30, 90, 120, 180, 
240, and 300 degrees (to the vertical direction) respectively. (c) Experimental results showing the 
dependence of the rotational angular speeds on the input amplitudes. (d) Experimental results 
showing the dependence of the manipulation movement speed on the input amplitudes. (e) 
Demonstration of acoustic directional assembly of hFO and hMO. Scale bars, 500 μm 
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Figure 3. Fusion dynamics of hMO-hFO assembloids. (a) hFO was rotated to have all bud 
toward (d<r) or away (d>r) from hMO. hMO neuron projections labeled with mCherry expression 
(red) were imaged and recorded under a fluorescent microscope, buds are marked with dotted 
yellow circles, and the interface between hMO and hFO is marked with cyan dotted lines. (b) 
Comparison of hFO bud distance from hMO in the toward and away group. (n=15, p<0.001). (c) 
Distribution of projection neurite length over time (n=30, p<0.001) (d) Average axon density and 
its dynamic change in the toward and away groups over time (n=6, p<0.001). (e) Definition of 
range index in hMO-hFO projection. hMO neurite projections that did not reach midline of hFO 
are scored as r1; hMO neurite projections past midline of FO but did not reach the very end of 
hFO are scored as r2; hMO neurite projections that reached the very end of hFO are scored as 
r3. Distribution of range index and the dynamic change over time was different in the toward and 
away group (n=6). Scale bar: 100 μm 
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Figure 4. Control of projection formation in hMO-hFO assembloids. (a) Representative 
immunofluorescence image of hMO-hFO assembloid in the toward group (Cell nucleus-DAPI-
blue, Dopamine neurons-TH-red, Forebrain neurons-MAP2-green, proliferative cells-EdU-cyan). 
(b) Percentage of newly proliferated cells (EdU+) cells in hFO, hMO-hFO assembloid in the toward 
and away group (p<0.005, n=6). (c) Representative calcium traces of ten active neurons extracted 
from movies of toward and away group. (d) Average firing rate of excitatory neurons in the hFO 
and assembloids in the toward and away groups. (e) ISI-distance matrix of 34 extracted calcium 
traces of excitatory neurons in the hFO and assembloids in the toward and away groups. (f) 
Average ISI-distance of excitatory neurons in hFO and the toward and away groups of hMO-hFO 
assembloids. Scale bar: 100 μm 
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